
Hey, I’m Max Lindroos

Experience

UX Design Intern at King
Sep 2019 - Feb 2020 Stockholm, Sweden

I’m working with the mobile game Candy Crush 
Soda Saga. I do everything from sketching out a 
flow for a specific feature to creating different types 
of prototypes and preparing test materials.

I’m a designer with the ambition to 
create memorable experiences. I get 
inspired by fast iterations, innovation 
and creative collaboration. When I’m 
working with others my goal is to build 
up momentum and have fun together.  

Bachelor’s Thesis with Massive Entertainment
Jan 2019 - Jun 2019 Halmstad/Malmö, Sweden

Title of my Bachelor’s thesis was ”How can digital 
gaming platforms be designed to facilitate social 
user engagement?”. I wrote this together with my 
design partner for six months. 

Winner of Future Job Recruitment Hackathon
Oct 2017 Halmstad, Sweden

I designed the interactive prototype that we 
presented and during the hackathon. The 
hackathon was organized by Halmstad University 
and the Swedish Public Employment Service. 

Co-founder of Anyhap AB
Jan 2016 - Jun 2016 Helsingborg, Sweden

Our company was part of the 2016 Spring Batch 
at THINK Accelerate Program that lasted for 
12-weeks. During that time I designed and 
developed but also pitched the app we had built. 

Education

Digital Design and Innovation
2016 - 2019 Halmstad University

I learned the foundations of UX design 
and how to go from problem to solution 
while still being close to the user’s 
different goals and needs.

Digital Media and Interaction Design
Spring 2018 Edinburgh Napier University

I studied a trimester abroad in Scotland 
and completed challenging courses 
like; 3D Animation, Playful Interaction as 
well as Design Thinking and Doing.

Skills

Prototyping

From rapid paper prototypes to more 
advanced prototypes with animations. 

Visual Communication

To present relevant information that’s 
accessible and well balanced. 

Collaboration

Include and listen to more perspectives is 
something I believe creates momentum. 

Empathy

Knowing who the experience is meant for 
is an essential aspect of a product.  

References can be given upon request.

maxjlindroos@gmail.com

+46 709 187518

www.maxlindroos.com

Research

Learning more about the users depends 
on how you prepare and analyze tests. 

Junior UX Designer at King
Mar 2020 - Present Stockholm, Sweden

I design new and exciting experiences for the 
millions of players that every day plays our game. 
I’m part of a multi-disciplinary feature team that 
strives to keep the game feeling exciting and fun.

Junior UX Designer at King


